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Abstract. This article focuses on algorithm to directly and fast finding out the decision rule from 
decision tables by using rough set theory. The concept of relative rule is put forward and the method 
for finding absolute reduction decision rule through combining rules of relative decisional 
requirement sets is given in this paper. Using this concept, the relative discernibility matrix between 
decision classes can be created to decide the relative decision requirements which are conjoined to 
find the decision requirements of all the decision classes. The relative decision requirements are 
extracted by creating relative discernibility matrix, so that scales of computing can be cut down 
substantially and saving storage space. Theoretical analysis shows that the proved method is 
feasible. Last, the proposed method is applied in fault diagnosis of reciprocating machines. 

Introduction 
Rough set theory, introduced by Pawlak [1], has been successfully applied in intelligence data 

analysis tasks, such as in machine learning, pattern recognition, knowledge discovery, and expert 
systems [2–7]. One fundamental aspect of rough set theory is attribute reduction in information 
systems, which is selecting or reserving those attributes that provide the same information for 
classification purposes as the entire set of available attributes. It is proved that finding the minimal 
reduction is a NP-hard problem. Traditional method for finding the minimal reduction is to reduce 
rules based upon attribute reduction, however, finding a random minimal attribute reduction cluster 
is another NP problem. Furthermore, rule generating on different minimal attribute reduction cluster 
means a different minimal rule cluster. In this paper, the concept of relative decision requirements is 
put forward and all the minimal rule clusters of decision table can be found on the basis of the 
combination relative rules between decision classes. 

Correlative conception  
In rough set theory, a decision table is a four-tuple ( , , , )DT U C D V f= ∪ , where U ={u1,u2,…,un} 

is a finite and nonempty universe of objects, ui is an object; A C D= ∪  a finite set of attributes, 
where C  and D  are called conditional attributes set and decision attributes set respectively; V  a 
set of values= q A qV∈ , where qV  is a value set of the attribute q ; and f :U×A →V, an information 
function which specifies attribute value of iu U∈ . On such basis, we have follow definitions. 

Definition 1: Given two objects ui ,uj∈U, ui ,uj concerning the condition a∈C can be set apart, 
iff a(ui)≠a(uj), we denotes ui∞auj. 

Definition 2: Given two objects ui ,uj∈U, fDNF(a)(ui ,uj) denotes the DNF of ui  and uj′s 
distinguishable property. 
 

{( )
    ,iff ( , )          ,else  

i a j
DNF a i j

a u uf u u f
∨ ∞=                                              (1) 

Definition 3: Given two objects ui ,uj∈U, if ui  and uj are distinguishable, the function 
distinguishes ui from uj, denotes as fui(ui, uj) as follows: 
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 Where aa(ui) denotes the abbreviation of (a,a(ui)). 
Definition 4: Given ui∈U and Y⊆U, Y={uy1, uy2,…,uyj,…, uyn}, ui∝Y denotes the decision 

requirement of ui which is distinguishable from the set Y. 
      

{ ui ui( , )  ,( 1, 2,..., ) ( , )
                  ,else                                        

i yi i yi
i j

f u u j n f u uu u f
f
∧ = ∧ ≠∝ =                                    (3) 

According to Definition 4, ui∝Y is not always a disjunctive normal form, however, one can 
always transform it into an equal disjunctive normal form, that is ∨ s, in which s denotes an 
independence condition that can distinguish ui from Y.  s is a conjunctive normal form like ∧ aa(ui). 
ui∝Y is regard as the formal expression of DNF in the latter part of this paper. 

Definition 5 : Given X,Y⊆U and X={ux1, ux2,…,uxi,…, uxm}, XY denotes the set {ux1∝Y, 
ux2∝Y,…, uxm∝Y} which consists of the rules of distinguishing every object in the set X from set 
Y. We call XY as the decision requirement set of  X which is relative to set Y. 

 Obviously, in a decision table T and X⊆U, the absolute decision requirement of set X is 
X {U-X}. The set which consists of the independence requirement from ui∝Y, in XY, is called 
the independence requirement set of  XY. 

Given a decision table T=(U, A, V, f), Skowron introduces  the  discernibility  matrix [8] of   
information  system and the modified discernibility matrix of decision table was introduced by Hu 
is M:=[Cij],in which (i= 1,…, |U| ,j=1 ,…,|U|) , Cij = {a∈C:a(ui)≠a(uj) ∧D(ui)≠D(uj) , ui ,uj∈
U}[9]. In most papers, attribute reduction is done by discernibility matrix.  In  order  to  get  
relative decision  requirements  of  two  sets,   the  definition  of  discernibility matrix are 
as follows. 

Definition 6: Given X, Y⊆U, where X={ux1,ux2,…, uxi,…,uxm} and Y={uy1,uy2,…,uyj,…,uyn}, 
the relative Discernibility Matrix between X and Y is M(X,Y)[i,j]= fDNF(a)(uxi ,uyj), where 1≤ i≤m; 
1≤ j≤n.  

According to Definition 2 one knows fDNF(a)(uxi ,uyj) denotes a DNF with discernibility attributes 
between uxi and uyj. Let M(X,Y)′ be the transposed matrix of M(X,Y), since M(X,Y)′= M(Y,X),  it is 
easy to obtain the decision requirement set XY and YX only by  M(X,Y). 

Rule Generating by Discernibility Matrix 
A decision rule, uxi∝Y, can be obtained once ith row created in M(X,Y) , and another decision 

rule, Yj∝X, can be get once jth column created.  The  last decision rule of XY, uxm∝Y, and 
the last decision rule of YX, uyn∝X can be worked out  once the last element of the M(X,Y)(m,n) 
is figured out. 

Algorithm 1: Create M(X,Y)  for work out XY and YX 
Input : X={ux1,ux2,…,uxi,…,uxm},  Y={uy1,uy2,…,uyj,…,uyn}, (X and Y are stored in Matrix 

X[m] and Y[n] respectively) 
Output: XY and YX 
Step 1: Create an empty matrix, M(X,Y), with m rows and n columns. Evaluate variables,      

i=1,j=1. 
Step 2: calculating M(X,Y)[i,j]= fDNF(a)(uxi ,uyj) 
Step 3: if i=m 
   3.1 Conjoin jth column elements to get a CNF Lj 
   3.2 Transform Lj into a DNF Lj′ 
   3.3 a rule uyj∝X can be get directly from Lj′ 
Step 4: if j<n, then j=j+1, go to step 2 
Step 5: if j=n 
   5.1 Conjoin ith row elements to get a CNF Li 
   5.2 Transform Li into a DNF Li′ 
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   5.3 a rule uxi∝Y can be get directly from Li′ 
Step 6: if i<m , then i=i+1,j=1 ,go to step 2 
The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|X||Y||C|). A denotes an attribute set and |X| denotes the 

cardinality of X.  
It may be abundant if use  XY to denote the  decision requirement set of X. For example, 

there are two objects  ui   and uj  in set X, if (ui∝Y)∨ (uj∝Y)=uj∝Y then ui∝Y is redundant.  
Definition 7 For X⊆U and Y⊆U, denote Y

Xd = ∨
∈∀ Xui

(ui∝Y).  

 According to Definition 7, Y
Xd  is a DNF that eliminating redundancy requirements in XY. It 

consists of all reduction requirements that can distinguish X from Y. It also equals to disjunction of 
all independence requirements in XY. 

Definition 8:  For X⊆U and Y⊆U, the independence requirement set of XY is S. If  S has 
the subset S′, giving the set which consists of all decision requirement to the reflection of objects of 
S′ is equal to X, the set we get from all independence requirements about any real subset of S’ to the 
reflection of objects belongs to X, therefore S’ is the minimal set of S. 

By Algorithm 1, it is easy to work out XY. Algorithm 2 introduce process of get all the 
minimal requirement sets that X relative to Y according to XY. 

Algorithm 2:  Computing all minimal requirement sets. 
Input: X  Y={ux1 ∝ Y,ux2 ∝ Y,…,uxm ∝ Y},where X={ux1,ux2,…,uxi,…,uxm},every 

uxi∝Y(1≤ i≤m) is a DNF about independent requirement. 
Output:  All minimal requirement set that X relative to Y 
Step 1: let W=(ux1∝Y)∧ (ux2∝Y)∧…∧ (uxm∝Y) 
Step 2: Transform  W  into  a  DNF,  W=S1 ∨ S2 ∨…∨ Si ∨…∨ Sj ,   where  Si (1≤ i≤ j)  

is  a   DNF  about   independent requirement of XY.  The value of j equals to the number 
of minimal requirement sets. During the transformation, an independent requirement should be the 
minimal operating unit, it can not be split. For example, the conjoin of two independent 
requirements  a0 ∧ b1 and d1, should be (a0 ∧ b1)∧ d1,  rather than a0 ∧ b1 ∧ d1. 

Step 3: Extracting all independent requirements from Si  to form a new set Si′, which is one 
minimal requirement set that X relative Y. S1′,S2′,…,Sj′ are all minimal requirement sets that X 
relative to Y. 

Next, a fast decision rule extraction algorithm is as follows. 
Algorithm 3:  Decision rule extraction 
Step 1: Partition decision classes U/D={D1,D2,D3,…Dn}. 
Step 2:  For every couple of decision class (Di ,Dj), where 1≤ i﹤j ≤ n, creating relative 

discernibility matrix M(Ｄi,Dj) to get Di Dj and Dj Di 
Step 3: Conjoin the relative decision requirement sets extracted in step 2 according to Theorem 1 

to finding the absolute decision requirement sets of all decision   classes, D1  {U-D1}, 
D2  {U-D2},D3  {U-D3},…, Dn  {U-Dn} 

Step 4: For every absolute decision requirement set that get in step 3,eliminate redundant 
requirements according definition 8 to get all reduced decision requirements of decision classes, 
that is 1

1
DU

Dd − , 2
2

DU
Dd − , 3

3
DU

Dd − ,…, DnU
Dnd −  

Step 5: Find all minimal decision requirement set for every decision class based on Algorithm 2 
and step 3. 

In what follows, we estimate the time complexity of Algorithm 3. 
 For the step 1: partitioning decision class according every decision attribute step by step is a 

faster method. For example, for decision attribute set D={Da,Db,Dc,...}, first partitioning U into 
Da1,,Da2, …,Dai according to attribute Da should be done |U| times throughout the whole set U. 
Then partitioning Da1,,Da2, …,Dai according to attribute Db should be done  
|Da1|+|Da2|+…+|Dai|=|U| times. Each further partition should be done |U| times. So the time 
complexity to partition the decision classes is O(|U||D|), where |D| is the cardinality of decision 
attribute set. 

For step 2:  For decision class cluster {D1,D2,D3,…Dn}, all discernibility matrix M(Di,Dj) should 
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be worked out, where 1≤ i﹤j≤n. Total times of comparision is |C|(|U|2- ∑
=

n

1
i |D|

i

2)/2, which is only the 

half of total comparision times of finding decision rules for each decision class directly. 
For step 3: Conjoin all decision rule relating to Di , which involves |U/D|-1 relative requirement 

set. Since sequences of rules in every relative decision set relating to Di are same, rules conjunction 
can be done in sequence. Conjunction all decision rules relating to Di need |Di|(|U/D|-1) time.  
Time complexity of step 3 can be worked out by summing up time taken by all decision classes, that 
is O(|U|(|U/D|-1)). 

For step 4: Disjoin every rule in Di  {U-Di} to get DiU
Did − , which will takes |Di| time . In order to 

get all DiU
Did −  need throughout |U| times. 

For step 5: Conjoin rules in Di  {U-Di}, which will takes |Di| time. A minimal requirement set 
can be found according to each disjunction term. 

   Our algorithms mentioned above are effective to decision table only with discrete attribute. 
For those decision tables which contain continuous attributes, many discretization algorithms can be 
used as an effective preprocessing step. 

Fault Diagnosis Application 
In this section, we apply our proposed method to fault diagnosis of a diesel engine fuel system 

[10]. Table 1 is a decision table formed from historical data of fault diagnosis of engine fuels 
system. 

Table1. Fault diagnosis table        Table2. Matrix M ({g1}, {g2}) 

  
 
Where U={1,2,… ,6} denotes 6 fault states of engine fuels system, and k is the number of samples 
corresponding each fault state. C={a,b,c,d} is a condition attribute set in which each one express a 
kind wave shape feature of the pressure on pipe of diesel engine. The meaning of the values of 
omen condition attribute a, b, and d are: 0 denotes down, 1 denotes invariant, and 2 denotes increase; 
the meaning of the values of omen condition attribute c are: 0 denotes none, 1 denotes have. There 
are three kinds of diagnose results in decision condition g that respectively denotes 1-abnormal in 
oil provide, 2-oil provided forward or lag, and 3-abnormal in the pressure of spray. 

Firstly, the partition of decision classes can be calculated as : 
U/{g}={{g1},{g2},{g3}}={{u1,u2},{u3,u4},{u5,u6}} 

Secondly, one can obtains discernibility matrixs M({g1},{g2}), M({g3},{g4}), M({g5},{g6}) as show in 
Tables 2-4. 

Table3. Matrix M ({g1}, {g2})          Table 4. Matrix M ({g3},{g4}) 
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In tables 2-4, last rows and columns of these respectively express the corresponding object’s 
relative decision rule. 

Lastly, we can obtain all minimal requirement sets of all decision classes as follows. 
The absolute decision requirement for decision class {g1} is:{g1} {{g2}∪{g3}}={u1∝ {{g2}

∪{g3}}, u2∝ {{g2}∪{g3}}.Conjoin the counterpart’s unit in the last rows of the table2 and table 3 
we get {g1} {{g2}∪{g3}}={(a0 ∧ b2)∨ (a0 ∧ c1)∨ (a0 ∧ d2), (a1 ∧ b0)∨ (a1 ∧ c0)∨ (a1 ∧ d0)}, Disjoin 
every requirement in set {g1}  {{g2} ∪ {g3}} we obtained }{

}{
1

1
gU

gd −  = 
(a0 ∧ b2) ∨ (a0 ∧ c1) ∨ (a0 ∧ d2) ∨ (a1 ∧ b0) ∨ (a1 ∧ c0) ∨ (a1 ∧ d0), so find decision rules of decision 
class{g1} is (a0 ∧ b2) ∨ (a0 ∧ c1) ∨ (a0 ∧ d2) ∨ (a1 ∧ b0) ∨ (a1 ∧ c0) ∨ (a1 ∧ d0)→g1. Finding out 9 
minimal requirement set of class {g1} are {a0 ∧ b2 , a1 ∧ b0},{a0 ∧ b2 , a1 ∧ c0},{a0 ∧ b2 , 
a1 ∧ d0},{a0 ∧ c1, a1 ∧ b0},{a0 ∧ c1 , a1 ∧ c0},{a0 ∧ c1 , a1 ∧ d0},{a0 ∧ d2 , a1 ∧ b0},{a0 ∧ d2 , 
a1 ∧ c0},{a0 ∧ d2 , a1 ∧ d0}. 

The absolute decision requirement for decision class {g2} is: 
{g2} {{g1}∪{g3}}={u3∝ {{g1}∪{g3}}, u4∝ {{g1}∪{g3}}.Conjoin the counterpart’s unit in 

the columns row of the table2 and table 4 we get {g2} {{g1}∪{g3}}={a2 ∨ b1 , a2 ∨ b1 ∨ (d0 ∧ c1)}, 
Disjoin every requirement in set {g2} {{g1}∪{g3}} we obtained }{

}{
2

2

gU
gd − =a2 ∨ b1 ∨ (d0 ∧ c1), so 

find decision rules of decision class {g2} is a2 ∨ b1 ∨ (d0 ∧ c1)→g2.   Finding out 9 minimal 
requirement set of class {g2} are {a2},{b1}. 

The absolute decision requirement for decision class {g3} is:{g3} {{g1}∪{g2}}={u5∝ {{g1}
∪{g2}}, u6∝ {{g1}∪{g2}}. Conjoin the counterpart’s unit in the columns row of the table 3 and 
table 4 we get {g3} {{g1}∪{g2}}={(a1 ∧ b2)∨ (a1 ∧ c1)∨ (a1 ∧ d2), (a0 ∧ b0)∨ (a0 ∧ c0)∨ (a0 ∧ d0), 
Disjoin every requirement in set {g3}  {{g1} ∪ {g2}} we obtained 

}{
}{

3
3

gU
gd −

=(a1 ∧ b2) ∨ (a1 ∧ c1) ∨ (a1 ∧ d2) ∨ (a0 ∧ b0) ∨ (a0 ∧ c0) ∨ (a0 ∧ d0), so find decision rules of 
decision class {g3} is (a1 ∧ b2)∨ (a1 ∧ c1)∨ (a1 ∧ d2)∨ (a0 ∧ b0)∨ (a0 ∧ c0)∨ (a0 ∧ d0)→g3.   Finding 
out 9 minimal requirement set of class {g3} are {a1 ∧ b2 ,a0 ∧ b0}, {a1 ∧ b2 ,a0 ∧ c0}, 
{a1 ∧ b2 ,a0 ∧ d0}, 
{a1 ∧ c1 ,a0 ∧ b0},{a1 ∧ c1 ,a0 ∧ c0},{a1 ∧ c1 ,a0 ∧ d0},{a1 ∧ d2 ,a0 ∧ b0},{a1 ∧ d2 ,a0 ∧ c0},{a1 ∧ d2 ,a0 ∧

d0}. 

Conclusion 
Decision rules can be extracted through knowledge reduction from a decision table by using 

rough set theory. A lot of different methods of reduction be using as preprocess of rule generating. 
Since different methods of attributes reduction may lead to different results, so the reduction rules 
may not be the optimum, which may induce too much attributes or rules. In this paper, we put the 
concept of relative decision requirement, in which the relative discernibility matrix between 
decision classes can be created to extract the relative decision requirements which are conjoined to 
find the absolute decision requirements of all decision classes. The relative decision requirements 
are extracted by creating smaller discernibility matrix, so that scales of computing can be cut down 
substantially and saving storage space. In future, we intend to develop a parallel calculation method 
to calculate relative decision requirement of decision categories. Such research efforts are expected 
to further accelerate the extracting speed of the decision rule from decision table. 
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